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It is said true
that Qomic plaza
has a long history
worth to be told.

The plaza got its actual shape
around 1850. It took me quite
a while to find out why it’s constructed
the way it is. Now that I know ...
I love the place even more!
Perform

Have fun

Learn
Unfortunately
no one yet found
the courage to
write it down.
That’s a pity for
us who virtually
live and work
there. But also
for all the visitors
who want to see
with own eyes
how a philosophic concept is
translated in
a city plan.
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Be aware

i

Stay fit

Get satisfied

To be honest the plaza and
he surroundings were in a pretty
bad shape a few years ago.
But that is changing rapidly
since a colorful bunch of people,
attracted by the opportunity to do
something meaningful and different,
settled here.
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The great animator
for the reconstruction
of Qomic Plaza is
Mr. Joystone, the
owner of the pub.
It seems that
you grow wise
from hearing a
lot of the bullshit
that people tell in
bars. Any how
he’s very good in
distinguishing
senseless from
sense full.
Some ideas from
the last category
have inspired him to
promote te building
of a house of
corporate intelligence right on the
middle of Qomic
Plaza. ”The crown
on the reconstruction”, he calls it!
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“He who knows only his own side of the case
knows little of that!” said John Stuart Mill.
Few will argue about this statement. For
issues of importance choices should be based
on insights from several perspectives. It’s an
appealing idea that these perspectives correspond with the domains that are visualized
by the structure of qomic plaza.

fulfilment
business

experience
family
culture/art

imagination

i
society/
politics

perception
science
philosophy

consideration

tion
contempla
The concept integrates some advanced ideas
about communication elements and processes.
Based on qomic theory the discourses one has to
enter for effective communication are extended
with ‘contemplation’ and ‘fulfilment’. This serves
corporate intelligence and ensures that application
of the model will lead to more than just talking!
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Although there should be no doubt
that people are selfish, it’s proof of a
serious mental defect if someone
doesn’t care about people.
An admirable defect, but nevertheless
nevertheless
a defect, is declaring that one cares
a lot about all people. Having access
to information from all winds such
attitude must lead to unbearable
shame and suffering.
Let’s face it ...
Common people (who’s not?) care
about who’s considered to be part
of the “family” or ”tribe”. Apart from
this by nature driven need to care,
most of the loudly advertised “care”
is only a meaningless confirmation to
a religion based meme or compensation
for received or expected favors.
If it wasn’t just that, the world would
be a different place to live in!
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EXPERIENCE

The world we live in is

funny
complex
surprising
fiction
dangerous
painful
created
fabulous
stressing
natural
hell
beautiful
challenging
divine
puzzling
hasty
CRAZY perhaps?

Life is about value,
freedom and
extensiveness in
space and time!

Visit the Common Sense Shop
to review your opinion
and to renew your ticket for

the theatRE of change
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GUESS .. CI?
LET ME
IN
DO DA V
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DO YOU KNOW WHICH
CELEBRITY WAS
REALLY QOMIC ?

CURIOSITA
do I ask the right questions?

DIMOSTRAZIONE
are there any questions left?

RIGHT! HIS SEVE
N PRINCIPLES
ARE REALLY INSP
IRING AND THEY
FIT
FANTASTIC WITH
QOMIC MINDFRA
MES

SENSAZIONE
am I open for impulses?

SFUMATO
do I accept change, limits and doubt?

ARTE/SCIENZA
imagination/intuition/feeling
AND logic/intellect/thinking?

CONNESSIONE

CORPORALITA

every thing is connected
is the body as fit as the mind?
do I have the whole picture?
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WHY?

the Da Vinci principles
the intendburger paradox
BECAUSE OF THE DA VINCI

CODE

LIKE IT?
YOU DON’T

Qualitas-Quaero-Quantum
I&C paradigms
value stream management

D IT!
I HAVEN’T REA

Qomic semantics

?

IT MAKES EVERY REFERENCE THAT’S INDEED A FACT ...
AND A PITY!
TO LEONARDO SO CHEAP!

The

!
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Leonardo da vinci
Qomic TM is a trademark of Corporelligence BV

some qomic mindframes

the success ACE

qomic mindframes are the wings for corporelligence

N
AN BROW
I HATE D
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If quality (and quantity?) of

life is highly

valued (and thus a priority)

And

If this quality of life is a result of the quality
of choices (and of the quality of performance)

then making choices is a very important
activity of the human mind.

BUT

IF making choices requires the freedom
to make them,

AND

IF freedom depends on powers and limits
THEN creating and consolidating freedom
conditions (gaining power and shifting limits)
is a major issue in every decision process

and
the main objective of many of them!

Bottomline:
One might like to know every
thing about powers and limits!
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contemplation

We are spectators and actors in
The theater of change. In both
roles we benefit from conscientious
reflection now and then.
This very rewarding activity resets
your choice machine, which is a basic
and the most important functionality
of your mind.
The qomic academy is a good place to
start. Here you will find the inspiration
to explore the greenfields of your mind.
Enjoy the guided mind cruises that will
lead you to the insight what’s really
important for your quality of life and
that of the people you care for.
Learn from the thinking and works
of the heroes of the qomic academy.
Lifetime is too precious to spoil it on
research that is already done. The
results are available under your
fingertips.

Albert Einstein
It seems that only three
things are really important: Being, change and
how we feel about that!”

SO ....If you want to get empowered
to choose focused on the things that
really make a difference ..............

Join the qomic academy
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Aristotle

Plato

Kant

Locke

Hegel

Heraclitus

Peirce

Parmenides

James

Hume

Russell

Bergson
Marx

Nietzsche
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Wittgenstein
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Alive you can always do worse!
That’s what most people fear more than
that they long for better.
Avoid this risk that comes with change
is what makes people conservative.
In general there are two ways, often used
in combination, to get people on the move:
Lure them by promising rewarding pleasure
and/or push them by predicting unavoidable
pain bringing disaster
These are motivation techniques and they work.
The better the scenarios for gaining pleasure
or avoiding pain are imaged the better they
work ....... on short notice.
But shouldn’t inspiring be preferred above
this kind of motivating by push and pull?
An inspired person finds the motivation in
his “heart”. He has intrinsically valued the
(process of) change and related the consequences to his core interests. He concluded
that these will be served by his cooperative
attitude and the best possible performance.
This person will prove to be a truly
empowered warrior!
The image that inspires to that mind shift
is more precious than gold!
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IMAGINATION

Culture is about
artefacts
behavior
values
way of life
cooperation
ideas, memes
social reality
drives
order
believes
ambition
knowledge
scepticism
design
competition
art
or limits?

“Stories and images are
carriers for the feelings
and thoughts we value”

For sure culture is about society.
But is it a driver for change
or a drag on progress in the
theater of change?

And how does the artist fit in?
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Isn’t it qomic that you can have your own gallery or even a museum
if you have the imagination ...... and you want it bad enough?

You can even go global, grant free access 7 x 24 and sleep too!
But watch it ..... your images might get stolen, which is not qomic at all!
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Setting limits for behavior, making laws and regulations
is the way we try to qomicify our colorful society .......

although men are very well capable to draw their own lines for the
main streams of life if you learn them to think for themselves as
demonstrated by the carving in the thick walls of the tower of londen!
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Consequential to our sensing system we only
monitor the “being” of objects in our environment.
Subsequently we react on “changed!” and on
“not changed!” depending on our expectations.
Another trigger is of course “unknown”. “New
phenomena” for the mind are always interesting
because we have to determine what they mean
for us. A knowledge gap needs repair!
Our sensing system is mainly operating autonomously. Conscious perception is rather rare than
regular. Generally we don’t control the camera.
We are merely watching the screen!
It requires an effort to sense more than our mind
set asks for. That’s a pretty good reason to review
our mind set now and then!
It requires even a huge effort to prevent our mind
from valuing. The brain is efficient. Once checked
that an object is neither a chance nor a risk it urges
to declare it “done!”..... “I can live with it .....
What’s up next?”
In fact thinking is only a poor imitation of the
process that the mind executes much more efficient
in autonomous mode.
Once trained, the reflexes of this mind mode
are the most effective too.

To get to that point is the challenge
of nurturing and education!
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Perception

A long tradition of studying
sequencing “forms of being”
learned that nature is about

continuous change
the ruling game
genes
the basic reference
mass and energy
grow, mate, nurture
functionality
variation, selection, retention
the best adapted
conditions for life
limits
effect, cause, effect
simplicity
chaotic systems
blind pitiless ambition
being and change
interaction
Isaac Newton
“Truth is ever to be found
in the simplicity, and not
in the multiplicity and
confusion of things”

The question not yet answered
however is how these insights
in causality and the relations of
things serve us best. Or is it, but
do we prefer not to believe it?
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“simplex siggilum veri”

who is that
wiseacre?

Zzzz

also in the greenhouse on qomic plaza reside
some erudite members of the academy
Some of them even have their own laboratories ...
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Studying nature you will come to the conclusion that every
’s thinkable that
specie shows behavior that is not acquired. It
It’s
during the evolution some coercive behaviors and attitudes
slipped in the genes of man that once will be identified as
basic for value judgement. Maybe
my friend Darwin knows more about
that. What do you think Charles?
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Nothing is achieved if thinking and talking is
all we do. Some time some how some thing
in the real world will have to be changed to
achieve fulfilment of pure physical needs or
the from dreams abstracted ambitions.
Seed for change has to be planted and watered.
Fertilizing stimulates growth. Weeding prevents
unwanted competition and spilling energy on
trivialities.
It needs a good team to get all the work done.
Well prepared and fit to do the job they advance
according to plan. Threats are faced back to
back. Internal problems are left back by solving
them face to face.
Leadership, although the most challenging task
in any ambitious project, will be no question if
the one in command understands Lao Tzu’s
words of wisdom: “A leader is best when people
barely know he exists. When the work is done,
his aim fulfilled, they will say: We did it ourselves.”
This kind of leader needs a strong intelligence
based but sense driven personal agenda filled
with seed for change. An agenda that also
structures the team agenda.
And, of course, such a leader will permanently
need water and manure to keep the team and
the business going. A good mood and sense
of humor will help too!
But that’s evident ... They always do!
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Fulfilment

Very popular ambitions concern
higher
further
faster

more
longer
.........

These creeds applied on (attributes of)
things however, can only be of instrumental. nature. The often forgotten
question is whether “higher, further,
faster, etc” also contributes to intrinsic
goals like well-being and happiness.
Nothing ever was worth striving
for if it didn’t directly or indirectly
result in ............

“feeling good or even better”
Of course our efforts concern mostly
things and projects of instrumental
value. But for sure we perform much
bettter(!) once we are aware of the
consequential intrinsic value we are
creating by doing the things we do.

Thomas Edison
“RULES! Hell!
’t no rules
There ain
ain’t
’re
around here. We
We’re
trying to accomplish
’n!”
sump
sump’n!”

It’s not only what we do, but, maybe
even more, why we are doing it, that
keeps us in the mood!
We don’t compete to win, but to
succeed in fulfilling our and others
ambitions!
This and more is what we focus on with

“new business engineering”.
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Necessary

Planned

EQUAL?
Achievable

Achieved

NO

AT YOUR
SERVICE!

We can do
better!

clear head
Do
we want
to do better?

YES

ACTION

BF FB
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10 CC

SEED FOR CHANGE
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Nowadays every serious challenge needs the
competence of specialists. To be successful
however the bonding power of the generalist
who secures a platform of “corporate
intelligence” is as important!
“Corporate” is here meant as “shared” and
“common”. “Intelligence” should be interpreted
in the broadest meaning of the word. And even
broader! It’s not only about information, reference and jargon. It covers as well intellect as
intuitions. It’s bout channeling and unraveling
rational, emotional and intentional aspects of
verbal and non verbal behavior. It’s tuning of
ambitions and about mind sharing, unchaining
creativity and adaptive attitudes.
Taking it that way “corporate intelligence” might
seem complex. And indeed it is if you lack insight
in the principles of interaction between people
and their environment.
Once this insight in cause and effect of these
dynamics grows you will conclude however that
coporelligence is just a matter of “common sense”.
But it’s a common sense that requires sensitivity,
empathy, reflection and reference, feeling and
thinking. It requires a well developed intuition,
intellect and social intelligence and excellent
communication skills to make these effective.
To find this “generalist”, able and willing to
facilitate the multi cultural project community on
a proactive anticipating way, is the challenge
for every ambitious principal.
Shouldn’t it be too for an ambitious society?
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consideration
Although some of us are very pleased about
their role and personal circumstances, the
media make it quite obvious that we are
not doing a proper job as the self assigned
estate managers of the planet called earth.
In fact we are very aware incompetent
global citizens. And we don’t care! We don’t
want to be global citizens. We don’t like
responsibility for global issues. Too much
trouble, too much to loose on short notice.
We leave it to the politicians (we did not
vote for
for!)) to make the right considerations
and to fight backroom battles with the huge
corporations that are really in control.

Politics is about ...........
mandates
social reality
just and justice
or law and order?
balance
rules and regulations
morals
representation
value distribution?
He who knows only his
own side of the case
knows little of that!

But is this where politicians stand
for? Visit qomic plaza to be heard
on matters of this kind.

-John Stuart Mill-
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IF

WISH

Y

ou

one
pleasurable excitement can

ALL

have

Imagine three people sitting on the terras of the qomic plaza
bar, enjoying their drinks, the view and each others company ....
The first man says that trade is the voluntary and formal
exchange of goods, services, or both, also called commerce.
The woman adds that the original form of trade was barter,
the direct exchange of goods and services. Modern traders
instead, she claims, generally negotiate through a medium
of exchange, such as money.
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The third accuses both of them to be shortsighted. He claims
that all interaction between people is a form of trade. It is
inherent to being an intentional subjective person with a
free will, the competence to choose and necessity to do so!

WITHOUT

hurting

others

,

dignity

one
s
& own
own

WHAT
WILL

Y

?
ou

WISH
ME

Is social reality the trade center of human life?
If YES ... What is the medium of exchange?
And what determines a satisfying outcome?
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The following
pages are
sponsored by

the qomic plaza pub
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WANTED
TO CONSTRUCT THE HOUSE OF

CORPORATE INTELLIGENCE

men of action
men of practise
men of perception
FULFILMENT

EXPERIENCE
IMAGINATION

PERCEPTION

WANTED
common
men and
women
who want
to balance
creating
the future
AND
enjoying
now!

CONTEMPLATION

CONSIDERATION

men of passion
men of thought
men of just & justice

N
E
M
O with QOMIC SENSE
WMEN

Interested? Ask
for Mr.
Joystone
on www.
qomic.com
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-advertorial-

It’s quite busy today!
What is it they are
looking for?

QOMIC
SENSE ?

QOMIC PLAZA
the place to be for qomic people

like you
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